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Abstract
This paper presents an unsupervised topic-based language
model adaptation method which specializes the standard min-
imum information discrimination approach by identifying and
combining topic-specific features. By acquiring a topic termi-
nology from a thematically coherent corpus, language model
adaptation is restrained to the sole probability re-estimation of
n-grams ending with some topic-specific words, keeping other
probabilities untouched. Experiments are carried out on a large
set of spoken documents about various topics. Results show
significant perplexity and recognition improvements which out-
perform results of classical adaptation techniques.
Index Terms: language model adaptation, topic terminology,
minimum discrimination information, speech recognition

1. Introduction
In large vocabulary automatic speech recognition (ASR) sys-
tems, unsupervised statistical language model (LM) adaptation
is a key problem to face discourse variations in spoken doc-
uments of different task domains, e.g., shifts in style, epoch,
topic, etc. Given a baseline LM trained on a large general-
purpose corpus, LM adaptation seeks to re-estimate n-gram
probabilities so that they better represent a specific task do-
main, and hopefully lead to better transcriptions. Due to the LM
training process, adaptation is commonly done by refering to a
domain-specific corpus from which the n-gram probability dis-
tribution is re-estimated [1]. However, in the field of topic LM
adaptation, the corpus-based approaches mainly focus on the
way to retrieve adaptation data for a given topic whereas they
simply perform the n-gram re-estimation step through standard
methods, without taking into consideration specificities of the
topic adaptation task.

The work presented in this paper is in line with a com-
pletely unsupervised topic adaptation approach, detailed in [2],
based on the retrieval of topic-specific corpora from the Inter-
net, and which seeks both to avoid the use of a priori knowl-
edge and to integrate Natural Language Processing (NLP) tech-
niques. Hence, this paper does not study the adaptation data
retrieval step but focuses on the LM re-estimating problem for
the specific case of corpus-based topic adaptation, with the even
constant will not to rely on a priori knowledge.

LM re-estimating techniques used in the topic adaptation
field can be split into two main classes. First, n-gram probabil-
ities or counts derived from a topic-specific LM or corpus can
be directly interpolated with the ones of the baseline general-
purpose LM [3]; this approach is not optimal since it attaches
the same importance to any n-gram, disregarding its relevance
to the topic. Second, the targeted adapted n-gram distribution
can be seen as the solution of an optimization problem in which
the baseline LM must maximize or minimize a given measure

over a topic-specific corpus, leading to rescale independently
the n-grams probabilities. Especially, the final distribution can
be obtained using Minimum Discrimination Information (MDI)
adaptation [4]. This latter approach is particularly interesting
since it proposes a flexible adaptation scheme in which con-
straints on the targeted distribution can be almost freely set ac-
cording to the adaptation task. In many topic adaptation works
using MDI, constraints are derived from n-gram probabilities
trained on topic-specific corpora. However, since these corpora
are rather small to estimate reliable statistics, unigram probabil-
ities are frequently used as the sole information source [5]. To
circumvent this problem, [6] proposes to also consider reliable
higher order n-grams by computing confidence intervals from
which inequality constraints are derived. Notwithstanding the
good results of these works, they still do not take into consider-
ation specifities of the topic adaptation task since n-grams are
processed the same way, whatever their relevance w.r.t. the con-
sidered topic. Other works precisely seek to encapsulate more
topic-specific information using MDI and various probabilis-
tic latent semantic analysis techniques [7]. Probabilities to en-
counter a word in a given text are computed based on a word-
document co-occurrence matrix, a priori trained and decom-
posed into a static number of concepts. Finally, these unigrams
are used to constraint the adapted LM. While these approaches
propose a more adequate solution for the topic LM adaptation
task, they rely on abstract concepts rather than directly on words
which makes them difficult to combine with standard NLP tech-
niques, as we are interested in. Furthermore, these techniques
use pre-calculated topic knowledge which is excluded from our
method, since we want it to be completely unsupervised.

In this paper, we aim at better understanding mechanisms
that are useful for topic LM adaptation using the MDI frame-
work. More precisely, this work adresses the problems of ex-
tracting and combining appropriate topic-specific features by
using NLP techniques, which results in a new completely unsu-
pervised LM adaptation method. While Section 2 recalls MDI
main principles, Section 3 presents our topic-based feature se-
lection and gathering method for LM adaptation. Finally, ex-
periments and results are reported in Section 4.

2. Minimum discriminant information
language model adaptation

The goal of MDI adaptation is to find out a new LM whose
probability distribution satisfies some constraints derived from a
specific task and whose relative entropy (minimum information)
with the baseline LM is minimal. This section first introduces
the general principles of MDI adaptation before discussing the
way it is used in the frame of corpus-based topic LM adaptation.

Let us consider a baseline distribution PB over a set V n

of n-grams, and k features of an information source, where fea-
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tures are observable characteristics of the source. The basic idea
of MDI adaptation is to get the adapted distribution PA which
solves a constraint system derived from the features, where each
constraint i restrains a mass Ki to be spread over the n-grams
recognized by the feature i [8]. Depending on the features cho-
sen, the recognition criterion is also defined according to the
adaptation task. This can be expressed by the constraints:

〈fi, PA〉 = Ki, ∀i ∈ [1..k] (1)

where
〈fi, PA〉 =

X

hw∈V n
fi(hw)PA(hw), (2)

and fi is a feature function over n-grams hw, defined as:

fi(hw) =

(
1 if hw is recognized by feature i,
0 otherwise.

(3)

Then, PA is defined as the solution of (1) which minimizes the
Kullback-Leibler divergence with respect to PB :

PA = arg min
P

DKL(P ||PB). (4)

Considering the constraint system (1) to be consistent, PA can
be computed using the Generalized Iterative Scaling (GIS) algo-
rithm [9]. Due to computation complexity, GIS is often iterated
only once, leading to the following rough PA(hw) estimate:

PA(hw) ≈ PB(hw)

kY
i=1

„
Ki

〈fi, PB〉

« fi(hw)
Nhw

(5)

= PB(hw)× α(hw) (6)

where Nhw is the number of constraints recognized by the se-
quence hw, and α(hw) is called scaling factor. Finally, to fit
LM structure, adapted conditionals can be written as:

PA(w|h) =
PB(w|h)× α(hw)P
ŵ PB(ŵ|h)α(hŵ)

. (7)

Since topic-specific adaptation corpora are usually small1,
the generic solution presented above is traditionally imple-
mented in a manner that overcomes data sparseness and re-
liable probability estimating problems: n-grams hw ∈ V n

sharing a same final token w are gathered into a same fea-
ture, and are rescaled according to the sole unigram probabil-
ity P (w) trained on the topic-specific corpus and supposed as
reliable [10]. Given the topic-specific corpus Ca and its distri-
bution Pa, the constraint system (1) can be written as:

〈fŵ, PA〉 = Pa(ŵ), ∀ŵ ∈ V (8)

where V is the ASR system vocabulary and fŵ is defined as:

fŵ(hw) =

(
1 if hw ends with ŵ,
0 otherwise.

(9)

According to (5), the scaling factor α(hw) reduces then to:

α(hw) = α(w) =
Pa(w)

PB(w)
(10)

In many works [5, 7, 10], α(w) is exponentially smoothed by
a coefficient lower than 1, optimized on heldout data. How-
ever, in our experiments, we chose to use (10) as it is, since
this paper does not seek to perfectly tune a LM adaptation but
rather aims at better understanding mechanisms that are useful
for topic adaptation.

1In this paper, the average size of the topic-specific corpora is of
about 700,000 words, which is very low w.r.t. the 400M words used to
train the baseline LM.

3. Topic-specific constraint building
Contrary to other MDI topic adaptation works, we consider that
topic adaptation should not rely on all the ASR system vocab-
ulary words, but rather only on the few ones which most con-
tribute to the topic. These latter words constitute the topic termi-
nology and are referred as terms. We also consider that, among
these terms, some words have close meanings and, thus, play a
same role within the topic adaptation. As a consequence, our
goal is both to identify and to combine these terms in order
to build topic-specific features. Based on these features, only
a few n-gram probabilities will be re-estimated, keeping other
probabilities untouched. After presenting a method to acquire
a topic terminology from a topic-specific corpus, this section
studies how the topic terminology can be integrated into the
MDI framework through the questions of feature selection and
of feature gathering. For illustration purposes, we report here
results obtained on a development set of spoken documents for
which topic-specific corpora have been automatically retrieved,
as described in Section 4.

3.1. Topic terminology acquisition

Based on a topic-specific corpus, terminology acquisition seeks
to highlight words which represent substantial notions of the
topic. To do this, beyond methods coming from the terminology
domain [11], our approach relies on Information Retrieval (IR)
methods [12]. Given the topic-specific corpus Ca, each docu-
ment d of Ca is projected into a high dimension space using the
TF-IDF criterion leading to a normalized vector −→vd:

−→vd =
`
σd(w1) · · · σd(wN )

´
(11)

where σd(wi) is a score depending on the frequency of the word
wi in d and on the number of documents containing wi in a
reference corpus2. In practice, when computing these scores,
lemmas3 are considered instead of words since the topic char-
acterization task does not depend on the inflexion information.
Then, topic characterization

−→
T of the whole corpus is computed

as the average of all the normalized document vectors:
−→
T =

1

|Ca|
×Pd∈Ca

−→vd (12)

in which words with highest scores are the most supposed to
be related to the topic. Finally, a topic terminology is defined
as the set of the n words with the highest scores in

−→
T , noted

as Tn. As an illustation of this method, Table 1 presents the set
T30 obtained for a corpus dealing with atypical pneumonia4.

3.2. Feature selection

Using such a terminology, one wish not to build constraints for
all the n-grams but only for those recognized by a term. This
brings the constraint set (8) to only consider unigrams of a ter-
minology, as follows:

〈fŵ, PA〉 = Pa(ŵ), ∀ŵ ∈ Tn (13)

where n is an empirically set parameter. As it can be shown
from (5), scaling factor of n-grams which are not recognized by

2800,000 articles from the French newspaper Le Monde, 1987–2003.
3A lemma is a canonical form of a word. For example, plural nouns

are reduced to their singular form, conjugated verbs are reduced to their
infinitive form. . .

4The words Toronto and Canada are listed here since the spoken
document for which the topic-specific corpus has been retrieved is about
a new screening method developed by Canadian researchers.
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#1 pneumonia #11 psychosis #21 Canada
#2 atypical #12 psychoses #22 pneumopathy
#3 SARS #13 Toronto #23 hospital
#4 WHO #14 respiratory #24 hospitals
#5 virus #15 Hong-Kong #25 death
#6 disease #16 case #26 test
#7 diseases #17 cases #27 tests
#8 epidemic #18 flu #28 patient
#9 epidemics #19 symptom #29 patients
#10 health #20 symptoms #30 China

Table 1: List of the 30 words with the highest scores obtained
from a corpus of 200 documents about “atypical pneumonia”.

Figure 1: Influence of the number of terms selected on WER and
perplexity.

any topic-specific word reduces to 1, i.e., their probability is di-
rectly reported from the baseline LM except the normalization
factor. Figure 1 presents word error rate (WER) and perplexity
variations measured on our development set using either topic
terminologies of different sizes or using the whole vocabulary.
It appears that WER and perplexity gains obtained with topic
terminologies are about the same as the one using classical un-
igram rescaling, even when considering only 500 words for the
adaptation. One possible hypothesis to explain these results is
that only topic-specific words contribute to perform the topic
LM adaptation. Hence, other experiments have been carried
out alternately using or excluding topic terminologies of 500
words (T500) and 5, 000 words (T5000). Perplexity, WER and
lemma error rate5 (LER) of Table 2 clearly show that adaptation
has no effect when probabilities relating to topic-specific words
are not adapted, which confirms our working hypothesis.

3.3. Feature gathering

In addition to selected features, the feature function used is
also an important parameter in MDI adaptation since it splits
n-grams in different classes, each corresponding to a tar-
get probability mass. In standard unigram rescaling method,
n-grams are gathered according to their last word. However,
semantic similarities shared by some words within the topic
urge on gathering them into a same feature through the use of
more appropriate feature functions. Hence, we tested two fea-
ture functions: a first one based on lemmas, defined by:

f`(hw) =

(
1 if ` is the lemma of w,
0 otherwise,

(14)

5LER is the WER measured on lemmatized lexical words, i.e.,
nouns, adjectives and non-modal verbs reduced to their lemmatized
form.

Perplexity WER LER
Baseline 96.9 22.1 19.4

Linear interpolation 80.1 (-17%) 21.4 (-0.7) 18.6 (-0.8)

V 75.5 (-20%) 21.3 (-0.8) 18.3 (-1.1)
MDI T500 76.7 (-19%) 21.3 (-0.8) 18.5 (-0.9)
based T5000 75.5 (-20%) 21.2 (-0.9) 18.4 (-1.0)
on V – T500 94.8 (-2%) 21.9 (-0.2) 19.3 (-0.1)

V – T5000 95.4 (-2%) 22.0 (-0.1) 19.4 ( 0.0)

Table 2: Perplexity, WER and LER measured on the develop-
ment set without topic LM adaptation (Baseline) and with dif-
ferent adaptation methods. In brackets, average perplexity rel-
ative variations and absolute WER/LER variations.

T500 T5000

No gathering 76.7 (-19%) 75.5 (-20%)
PPL Gathered by lemmas 77.0 (-19%) 74.2 (-20%)

All gathered 89.2 (-7%) 94.0 (-3%)

No gathering 21.3 (-0.8) 21.2 (-0.9)
WER Gathered by lemmas 21.4 (-0.7) 21.4 (-0.7)

All gathered 21.7 (-0.4) 21.92 (-0.2)

Table 3: Perplexity and WER measured for different feature
functions for two topic terminology sizes.

and a second one which gathers all the words of a given termi-
nology T in one same class:

fT (hw) =

(
1 if w is in T ,
0 otherwise.

(15)

In practice, this latter feature function leads to consider only one
constraint, meaning that all the topic-specific words have the
same importance. Perplexity and WER measured using these
two feature functions are compared to the ones obtained with
the standard unigram method in Table 3. On the one hand, it
appears that function fT is the worst function, probably because
it is too rough. On the other hand, results show that gathering
n-grams based on lemmas is nearly equivalent to the standard
gathering based on words: while perplexity improvements are
the same, WER is slightly worse when using lemmas. In the
light of these preliminary results, we chose to discard the feature
function fT for the backend experiments.

4. Experiments and results
Our ASR system is a multipass 65K words system based on
two general-purpose LMs: a 3-gram LM to create word graphs
from acoustic features and a 4-gram LM to score word graphs.
Experiments are carried out on 172 thematically coherent seg-
ments from 6 hours of Broadcast News (BN) shows from the
French radio BN corpus ESTER [13]. These segments, com-
ing from 3 different broadcasters and all dated from the same
period of time, are spread over diversified topics (war in Iraq,
national politics, sports, weather, etc.) and lengths (from 30 to
2,000 words). This collection is divided into a development set
and a test set of respectively 91 and 81 segments. For each seg-
ment, a topic-specific corpus is automatically retrieved from the
Internet, as detailed in [2], and 3-gram and 4-gram adapted LMs
are computed before generating new word graphs and a new
transcription. In this section, results are presented for the test set
using topic terminologies of 5, 000 words, which led to the best
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Perplexity WER LER
Baseline 96.7 20.7 18.3

Linear interpolation 78.8 (-16%) 20.2 (-0.5) 17.4 (-0.9)

fŵ + V 74.7 (-21%) 20.1 (-0.6) 17.3 (-1.0)
MDI fŵ + T500 76.5 (-19%) 20.2 (-0.5) 17.4 (-0.9)
based fŵ + T5000 75.5 (-20%) 20.0 (-0.7) 17.2 (-1.1)
on f` + T500 76.8 (-19%) 20.2 (-0.5) 17.5 (-0.8)

f` + T5000 75.7 (-20%) 20.1 (-0.6) 17.2 (-1.1)

Table 4: Perplexity, WER and LER measured on the test set
without topic LM adaptation (Baseline) and with different LM
adaptation methods. In brackets, average perplexity relative
variations and absolute WER/LER variations.

t-TEST fŵ + V fŵ + T500 fŵ + T5000

Baseline 8.8× 10−5 3.4× 10−7 1.5 × 10−7

fŵ + V – 0.67 0.63

WILCOXON fŵ + V fŵ + T500 fŵ + T5000

Baseline 2.5× 10−4 1.2× 10−6 3.3 × 10−7

fŵ + V – 0.77 0.45

Table 5: Statistical significances for the paired t-test (top) and
for the paired Wilcoxon test (bottom) between WERs measured
without topic LM adaptation (Baseline) and with different MDI
adaptation methods. Confidence level is α = 0.05.

WER results on the development set, and of 500 words, which is
an extreme case since it represents less than 1 % of the ASR sys-
tem vocabulary. Adaptation is processed using a feature func-
tion either based on words (fŵ) or based on lemmas (f`).

Perplexity, WER and LER are measured for each segment
and are compared to those obtained with our baseline LM, i.e.,
without topic adaptation, and using linear interpolation with an
interpolation factor set to 0.8 after optimizing on the develop-
ment set, and with MDI unigram rescaling (Table 4). First,
baseline results are much better than those obtained on the de-
velopment set, especially the WER absolute difference is of 1.4.
Hence, one can notice a slight overall decrease of WER im-
provements, whereas perplexity and LER improvements are of
the same order as previously. Then, as for the development
set, terminology-based unigram rescaling results are compara-
ble to those of standard unigram rescaling. This is confirmed by
low significance values between these two methods in Table 5.
Nonetheless, WER gains w.r.t. baseline results appear to be
much more significant when using topic terminologies. This
is the case both when using T5000 and fŵ, which leads to the
best recognition improvements, and when using a small topic
terminology (T500), though it results in slightly worse improve-
ments than those of standard unigram rescaling. This latter
point shows that only a few words contribute to establish the
topic of a document and, as a consequence, that topic adap-
tation must not be performed for all the n-grams. This is all
the more reasonable since adaptation data is sparse and not al-
ways reliable. Finally, recognition rates still tend to be slighly
worse when n-grams are gathered based on lemmas instead of
words. This leads us to conclude that our assumption about the
weak role of inflections for topic adaptation is probably too cat-
egorical, be it for the feature gathering step as well as for the
topic terminology acquisition task. To bridge over the slight
recognition differences, it could be interesting to integrate im-
portance factors inside the n-gram classes, e.g., by considering
non-binary feature functions.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented a new LM adaptation method
which specializes the general MDI adaptation framework for
the specific case of topic adaptation using IR and NLP tech-
niques. Especially, the standard unigram rescaling method has
been refined, without relying on a priori knowledge, by auto-
matically extracting topic terminologies from which different
constraint building methods have been proposed. Experiments
lead to significant perplexity and recognition gains which out-
perform gains of standard LM adaptation techniques. These re-
sults are all the more interesting since it appears that topic adap-
tation can be properly performed with very few topic-specific
words whereas it cannot when these latter words are discarded.

Future work should explore three main directions. First, as
discussed in Section 3.3, feature function used in MDI should
better fit the topic adaptation task. Especially, relationships
between n-grams should integrate more linguistic knowledge,
e.g., lemmas, semantical similarities, etc., to adjust biases im-
plied by adaptation data sparseness. Second, one should ap-
ply the feature selection scheme to higher order n-grams to
characterize topic-specific phrases. However, this arises even
more the sparseness problem. Finally, a topic-specific corpus
may deal with different thematic aspects which should probably
be treated separately. For example, when considering a docu-
ment about a movie dealing with the conjugal duties, the topic-
specific corpus may contain documents about cinema while oth-
ers would get onto family life problems. For a better adaptation
method, one should seek to identify the different thematic as-
pects of an adaptation corpus before processing them separately.
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